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Using Vinyl-Off To Remove Clear Vinyl Shield
Read the directions on the label and the enclosed “How to Use Vinyl-Off” sheet. The cautions on
those written materials are not repeated here but still apply.
Second, remember that heat is your friend. The product you are about to remove from your
vehicle is especially thick and difficult to remove adhesive backed vinyl. It is weathered and
probably appears cracked. Heat further opens the surface of the vinyl to allow Vinyl-Off to
migrate thru this layer and change the adhesion to the vehicle’s surface. Move the surface into
direct sunlight if practical and allow it to heat up prior to beginning removal. A secondary heat
source (propane torch, weed burner, even a good hair dryer or heat gun) will also assist in removal.
Please use a heat source tool with which you are already familiar. Both propane torches and weed
burners use exceedingly high heat and must be understood and used with extreme caution.
Just as those other instructions tell you,
 Wipe Vinyl-Off onto only the material to be removed.
 Allow at least 15 minutes dwell time.
 Apply your secondary heat source to about a 2 square foot area
 Lift an edge
 Remove whatever area will pull
 Keep heating the area you will remove next, lifting an edge, and pulling
 Adjust your area to be heated, the amount of heat, and the angle of your pull, based on
your results (every removal is different because each surface has weathered differently)
Now, here is where the instructions differ from typical vinyl removal. If the shield will not
remove after the first application:
 Re-apply: Wipe Vinyl-Off onto only the material to be removed, apply your heat source and
re-try the removal.
 Good luck…play some good music and have a cold glass of “water” handy!
Please share with us your method to remove so we can pass along your advice to others.
Here is a different approach several users had success with; Apply near the end of your work day
and reapply when you return in the morning, warm then pull. Some have had success by also
roughing up the vinyl with a fine grit sandpaper to open the surface prior to applying Vinyl-Off.
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